Tempco specializes in innovative engineering and manufacturing of thermal components. Coupled with our diverse foundry and machine shop capabilities, this expertise provides the know-how behind our product line offering of large electrically heated platens that are manufactured by using our cast-in heater technology.

This casting process incorporates the heat source (tubular heating element) as an integral component of the platen. This process provides a more cost-effective and reliable approach than drilling holes for cartridge heaters or clamping inefficient and cumbersome-to-use strip heaters to the back surface of a platen.

Tempco’s thermo-platens are made from aluminum, bronze and brass alloys. These materials provide excellent thermal conductivity for rapid heat transfer with uniform temperature gradients. To further enhance heat profiles, the formation and the location of the tubular heaters within the casting are precisely engineered using the latest computer design techniques.

When the process requires heating and cooling cycles, thermo-platens can be manufactured with the addition of stainless steel tubing to provide liquid cooling capabilities.

The working surfaces and/or contours of the thermo-platen can be machined to your specifications up to and including blanchard ground for extremely flat surface requirements.

Our capabilities for manufacturing large thermo-platens offer you the freedom to think big in your design requirements.

We offer complete engineering services and support, working with you every step of the way from prototype to production to ensure customer satisfaction.

There is no substitute for our acquired knowledge.